
Surrender Makes Guidance Possible

Our King has been calling us to align with him. This has been his constant ‘push’ for a number of years
now. His messages to us (through CCOP) have also been about our complete surrender to him. These two
are inextricably joined because to be fully aligned with him requires us to completely surrender our will,
out of love for him, so that he leads us down his paths. There’s no other way, otherwise it’s second-
guessing.

Last century he had this to say to a group of his followers who journalled what he said to them:

“I am here. No distance separates Me. In the Spirit-Kingdom we measure not by earth's miles. A false
word, a fear-inspired failure—a harsh criticism, these are the distances between a soul and Me. Your
training must be severe, that your work for Me be unhindered.

You seek My Presence and they who seek shall find. It is not a question of human searching, so much
as human consciousness, unconditional surrender to My Will in the small, as in the big things of life.
This it is that makes My Guidance possible.

You know the difference between taking a glad, loving, joy-springing child with you along a way, when
the child anticipates each direction, accepts naturally each decision as to each turning—and the child
who resists, and, rebellious, has to be forced, even though in its quieter moments it may say, "Yes. I do
want to go with you. I cannot be left alone, but I hate this way".

It is not the way, but the loving rejoicing in the way and the guidance, that matters with My disciples.
You are ready for the guidance but you do not rejoice as you should, both of you, in the little daily
stones of the way.” 1

He hasn’t changed. He’s still wanting us to surrender and align with him.

Laurence
(Canberra Forerunners)
18-8-2019
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1 – A.J. Russell (1935) ‘God Calling’ p:187-188    [NOTE: Was reprinted in 2010]
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